
It is here, in this lovely inlet off the greater 
waters of Georgian Bay, that Laura Langevin 
and Tom Teed found their piece of paradise 
and an opportunity for renewal. A place that, 
by all measure, speaks to second chances, to 
starting over, while paying tribute to a rich 
history and heritage. 

For Tom and Laura, life has seemingly 
always been about having regard for the past, 
reclaiming and repurposing products and 
materials and making the most out of what 
they found or fell upon. “Treasure hunters in 
every respect,” they suggest.

Laura has a gift for seeing the possibilities 
in whatever she stumbles across. She is a 
Zero Waste Designer and co-owns and 
operates Echoes in the Attic, a company 
taking new, but excess textiles from high-end 
designers and up-cycling them into a line of 
fashion and home accessories like bags and 
pillows. She believes textiles do not belong 
in landfills. They can and should be reused 
and re-fashioned, as opposed to simply 
being discarded. 

FAIRWINDS IS A 
CHARMING LITTLE ISLAND 
IN SHEBESHEKONG BAY, 
JUST AROUND THE POINT
FROM DILLON COVE. 

Continued on page 82
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LEFT: Laura Langevin and Tom 
Teed restored a unique island 
getaway. BELOW: Pillows by 
Laura’s company, Echoes in the 
Attic, cushion a corner bench 
in the boathouse. OPPOSITE: 
Breakfast in the boathouse 
is served with a view of 
Shebeshekong Bay.
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Tom manages a substantial upholstery 
operation and found that he had volumes 
of textile waste destined for disposal. They 
made contact, began a mutually beneficial 
professional relationship and years later, 
a personal one, that culminated in their 
marriage. Laura’s company has diverted over 
100 tons of textiles off the path to landfill 
in 14 years. Both she and Tom are extremely 
proud of this accomplishment. It is a poster 
operation for the term eco-friendly.

Fairwinds was listed for sale on Kijiji at 
a time when the couple were looking for a 
cottage. It was to be a change from their years 
around Rosseau and Port Carling with their 
respective families. They were drawn to the 
bay, as many have been. “It is less predictable 
and adventurous, wilder and maybe 
primitive… the way it used to be,” Laura says. 
The island was a place they could invest time, 
hard work, creativity, along with a nominal 
amount of money. 

The property, with a cottage built in 1948 and a 1960 boathouse, 
had gone to seed in most respects. It needed Laura’s vision and eco-
consciousness and Tom’s handiwork and resourcefulness. The plan was 
to re-claim its history and heritage and breathe new life into it, without 
losing what it had always been – an idyllic getaway in an iconic part 
of the north-country. “An homage to the original intrepid owners who 
found it and constructed it back in the day,” says Laura. A challenge in 
every respect, but they were up for it. Continued on page 84

RIGHT: Tom and Laura 
built a new bunkie atop an 
island high point.
BELOW: Two boathouse 
bedrooms provide ample 
room for overnight guests.
BELOW RIGHT: Patterned 
roller blinds shade the 
cottage interior.

An eclectic blend of new and old furnishes the main room of the cottage where the
original log walls and wooden ceiling have been preserved. BELOW LEFT: A ladder
reaches to the tiny loft above the master bedroom. BELOW: Sitting spots include
wicker chairs and a pew from the church of the Holy Martyrs of Japan.
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They began this three-year odyssey in the 
winter of 2015, with numerous trips across the 
ice, ferrying building materials and supplies 
from Dillon Cove Marina or Katawoda Resort 
on the mainland. The couple remain very 
grateful to both locations for their hospitality 
and assistance with their project. Driving up 
every weekend and dealing with the harsh, 
demanding conditions was no easy feat, but 
as both Laura and Tom will attest, “It was 
worth every bone-chilling ride across the bay 
and all the frigid nights spent under mounds 
of blankets trying to stay warm.” Laura is not 
sure they could do it again. “It wasn’t easy, but 
we are so happy to have managed it.”

Laura and Tom started by deconstructing 
the buildings, board by board, and cleaning 
out decades of old debris. Anything that could 
be recycled would be. After all, that is what 
they are all about. Old workbenches would 
eventually become countertops, old windows 
were repaired, repainted and hung as mirrors 
or picture frames. Shipping crates were 
modified, painted and installed as kitchen 
shelving. A beautiful old dresser, rescued 
just before it was left as junk, has become the 
centrepiece for their delightful guest bunkie. 

Countless trips to the local landfill would 
reap a bounty of re-fashionable furniture, 
building material, hardware, artwork and the 
like. As they say, one man’s trash is another 
man’s treasure.

They augmented salvaged furnishings 
with practical, decorative items from Red 
Canoe Interiors, Rafters of Muskoka and 
HillTop Interiors. 

The couple whitewashed plywood
planks then varnished them to 
make the new cottage floor. 
OPPOSITE, TOP: Tom built
the kitchen countertops using
one-inch rough pine. BOTTOM 
LEFT: Original stonework skirts
the cottage exterior. BOTTOM
RIGHT: Daffodils thrive in the tiny
island’s fertile soil.

Continued on page 86
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Tom purchased sheets of plywood from 
McNabb Home Building Centre and had 
them cut into nine-inch wide strips. He laid 
them down in random lengths, whitewashed 
and sealed them, giving floors a look of 
reclaimed planking. Plywood was also used 
on the walls in a faux shiplap approach.  
Again, they discovered a simple, effective, 
inexpensive and most importantly, an elegant 
solution. “We carried the theme forward by 
painting the existing wall panelling white and 
giving it a nice light new finish,” says Laura. 

“There is an old storage building that was 
filled with all kinds of old hardware and an 
array of bits and pieces,” says Tom. “For the 
last couple of years, whenever I needed some 
piece of hardware, fastener or whatever, I was 
likely find it in there.” Nothing went to waste. 
Laura and Tom are masters at stretching the 
dollar. They both grew up in large families 
under tight economic conditions and so they 
take little for granted and make the most out 
of what is around them. 

TOP LEFT: A tiny, inviting space, the bunkie has a 
private view of the bay. ABOVE: A sliding barn-style 
door reveals the cottage’s master bedroom. FAR 
LEFT: This rescued waterfall dresser has book-matched 
veneer and bakelite drawer pulls. LEFT: Ceiling beams 
in the master bedroom were repurposed from a 
shipping skid that came from England.

Continued on page 88

SHOP ONLINE AT:
www.raftersofmuskoka.com

705.767.3093
3 Dickie Street, Baysville

Ontario

RAFTERS’ SALE ANNEX
2676 Highway 117, Baysville

Ontario

RAFTERS OF
MUSKOKA

705.765.5700
108 Maple Street, Port Carling

brownsappliances@bellnet.ca 
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Breen’s Lumber Inc., South Parry 
Lumber, Home Depot, Lowes and 
RONA also furnished building and 
plumbing supplies.

Three years have passed since they 
purchased the island and although the cottage, 
boathouse and bunkie are still a work in 
progress, the transformation is remarkable. 
It’s truly a testament to their vision and their 
craftsmanship. 

Both Tom and Laura would like to think 
that beyond the reclaiming of their island 
and its structures, the local community has 
begun to flourish once again coincidentally. 
After many years, there are new inhabitants 
coming to nest on nearby properties. Laura 
and Tom are delighted with the outcome of all 
their hard work and would not change a thing. 
They take satisfaction in the effort they put in 
and the manner in which they approached the 
project. Now it is definitely time to relax, pour 
a glass of wine, put their feet up and enjoy the 
Fairwinds of Georgian Bay.  OH

LOCAL SOURCE 
GUIDE

• Breen’s Lumber Inc. • Dash & Albert 

• Echoes In The Attic • Flying Star 

Antiques • HillTop Interiors • Jessica 

Vergeer Studios • Mason’s Metal 

Creations • McNabb Home Building 

Centre • Rafters of Muskoka • Red 

Canoe Interiors • RONA • South Parry 

Lumber 

A folding wood and canvas chair affords a westerly
view of the surrounding water. TOP: The sculpted
docks fit snugly against the shoreline granite.
LEFT: A sailor’s knot secures the privy door.

YOUR VISION, 
                     our experience.

MUSKOKA, GEORGIAN BAY & LAKE OF BAYS
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